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the story is pretty good, though it is a little predictable and a bit basic. you'll spend most of the time chasing some hot chick, collecting money (because of the heists), and racing around in some of the best cars ever made. you'll get to try out different cars, and
occasionally battle through some of the standard combat mini-games like takedowns and fistfights. you'll need to do a bit of both to unlock all the cars in the game. when it comes to the online multiplayer mode, there's no one better to use than your friend. need for

speed: most wanted is one of the best looking games out there, and it's all thanks to the pc version. pc owners get a massive 1,000 car collection and tons of new cars to try out, as well as improved graphics. the ps3 version is still a pretty good game, but it doesn't even
come close to the graphical quality of the pc version. the controls in the game are excellent, because you'll be using an analogue stick for movement and an d-pad for all the other button inputs. need for speed: most wanted supports two analog sticks. the left stick

controls your speed and the right stick controls steering. the button inputs are pretty standard, such as boosting, shifting, and shooting. the boost button is used for acceleration, the shifter button moves your car from gears, and the shooting button changes your car's
direction. need for speed: underground's game design was innovative and fun, and it was a big improvement over the rushed 2000 iteration. but it was also plagued by the series' existing, controversial problems, like the shop system, which forced players to purchase

expansion packs in order to unlock cars, and the fact that it required an internet connection to play.
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need for speed: most wanted also comes with a number of downloadable content packs, with the first of them being the black edition of the game. this pack includes a number of new cars, including the black shark, black lightning, black fury, black renegade, black
mamba, black talon, black thunder, black nitro, black stallion, black viper and black toreador cars, as well as some new tracks, which you'll unlock once you've completed a certain amount of most wanted races. if you own a playstation 3 (ps3) or xbox 360 (xbox 360)

then you can also play need for speed: most wanted with a friend on a split-screen setting, where you can race against each other while sharing the same screen. your friend can take control of a gamepad, while you control the car on the tv, and the two of you can race
against each other. need for speed: hot pursuit is an independent action-driving game in the need for speed series. for the first time, the player has a police car and the goal is to catch the most wanted driver. this time, the story is set in miami, in the 1980s. the game
features ten cars, with half of them being the hot pursuit cars. the player can choose between one of the five hot pursuit cars, and one of the five most wanted cars. a third of the cars are "super cars", which are very fast, but can't be destroyed. this game is the second

of the hot pursuit games, which also included hot pursuit 2, which was released in 2001. need for speed's car list is the most comprehensive of any racing game, with over 200 cars from the 80s, 90s, 00s and beyond. some cars are even licensed from the real world!
each car comes with its own unique features, such as handling or acceleration. you can drive your cars to battle other racers and earn virtual currency for your performance, including the "most wanted" car that you can actually buy! 5ec8ef588b
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